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PETITIONER'S POST-HEARING REPLY BRIEF 

INTRODUCTION 

Respondents Illinois Environmenta) Protection 

Agency ("IEPA") and John E. Norton "'Norton lf
) agree that the 

information at issue in this case is of high commercial 

value to Monsanto. They further agree that Monsanto has met 

the substantive and procedural requirements to protect the 

information as trade secret under Sections 7(a) and 7.1 of 

the Environmental Protection Act, Ill. Rev. Stat., ch. 111 1/2, 

§§ 1007 and 1007.1. Transcript of Proceedings in Monsanto 

Company v. IEPA and John Norton, PCB No. 85-19, June II, 

1'985 ("'rr."), at 76; Response Brief of Respondent Illinois 

Environmental Protection Agenc;l: (the "IEPA Brief"), at 1-2; 

and Respondent's Post-Hearing Brief (the "Norton Brief"), 

at 4. 
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The record in this proceeding ~hows that Section 

7(d) of the Environmental Protection Act (Ill. Rev. stat., 

ch. 111 1(2, § l007(d)) does not apply to this detailed data 

regarding waste characteristics for two fundamental reasons. 

First, this information from air construction and operating 

permits for facilities that were not built or that are 

rnanufa~turin9 processes do not pel"tain to substances "being 

placed or to be placed" in waste disposal sites under the 

controlling decision of the Pollution Control Board (the ~-. 

"Board"), 9utboard M~rine Corporation v. IEPA and Americafi 

Toxic D'sI?osal, Inc., PCB 84-26 (June 20 t 1984). Second, 

this dete.iled data is more than the "identity" of a substance 

being placed in a waste disposal facility. 

In response, the IEPA and Norton have presented a 

variety of arguments. But none of these arguments are 

supported by the plain language of the statutes,!/ a fair 

reading of the Outboard Marine case, or any evidence in the 

record of th.is proceeding. Therefore, the trade secret 

information at issue should be protected from disclosure. 

1:.1 Tbe IEP.t\ claims as a genral matter that non-disclosure 
of trade secrets under Section 7(a) is the exception to a 
general orientation favoring disclosre, and, therefore, must 
be construed narrowly. IEPA Brief, at 2-4. This a"rament 
ignores the fundamental point that the parties already have 
stipulated that this information is covered by Section 7(a). 
The central legal issue is whether the information also 
falls wi thin Secion 7 (d), an exception to the admittedly 
applicable Section 7(a). It Is section 7(d), not 7(a), that 
the Board must contrue in this case~ and under recognized 
rules of statutory construction, this exception must be 
construed narrowly. See Petitioner's Post-Hearing Brief, 
at 4-5. 
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1. 

THIS INFORMATION DOES NOT CONCERN SUBSTANCES 
IIBEING PLACED OR TO BE P[.ACED" 

IN HAZARl{OUS WASTE FACILITIEJ5 __ 

The Board's major trade secrets decision, Outboard 

Marine, sUEra i formulates a standard for determining when 

information qualifies for disclosure under Section ?(d) in 

terms of the purpose of the documtmt containing that informa

tion. Section ?(d) applies only at the point where the 

substance is about to be moved off-site for disposal, and 

information associated with disposal permits is suomitted So 

the IEPA. Id. 5-6. 

The information at issue here is contained in a.ir 

pollution construction or operating permits, not waste 

disposal permits. Two of the documents come from permits 

for facilities that were never built. A.R. Ex. 16 and 22. 

The other comes from a permit for a manufacturing pro:~ess. 

A.R. Ex. 17. Therefore, under Outboprd Marine, dis('!losure 

of this information is not required. When any of the wastes 

covered by these documents and produced by Monsanto finally 

are moved off-site for disposal, Monsanto prepares waste 

manifests identifying the wastes. These manifests are 

available to the public. See Petitioner's Post-Hearing 

Brief, at 5-9. 

Both respondents attempt to distinguish Outboard 

Marine from this case, but neither points to any real differ

ences. The IEPA claims that these air pollution permits 

should be viewed independently of whatever land waste disposal 
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documents may be required later. .~p~ Brie~, at 6. But air 

pollution constl'uction parmi ts were precisely what WelS at 

issue in Outboal:d Marine. There the Board reasoned that 

disclosure 1.",[ waste information in those permi ts would be 

premature. The proper point for disclosure Js the point of 

actual waste disposal and the documents to be disclosed are 

the documents associated with that disposal. Q.!ltboard Marine, 

supt:,a, at 5-6. 

Respondent Norton argues that the information at"-> 

issue here per.tains to wastes in the final forro in which 

they will be disposed. But there is no indication in 

Outboar.d Marine that the waste residues from the manufactur

ing process at issue in that case would be altered in any 

way before their final disposal. The Board ruled that the 

waste generator still could wait until it disposed of those 

wastes to disclose information in the form of the documents 

actually associated with the disposal. The original air 

permit documents did not fall under Section 7(d) and, there

fore, did not have to be disclosed. Outboard Marine, supra, 

at 5-6. 

Both resp0ndents also complain, without citing any 

authority pertaining to trade secrets,£! that it is somehow 

£/ The IEPA cites a F~~deral Freedom of Information Act 
case interpreting the "investigatory records ll exemption to 
disclosure, Bast v. U.S. Department of Justice, 665 F.2d 
1251 (D.C. eIr. 1981). But, contrary to the !EPA's claim, 
the status of investigatory records for disclosure purposes 
under the Federal FOIA is, as a general rule, directly 

(Footnote continued on following page.) 
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improper for Nonsanto to be able to take information out of 

the coverage of Section 7(d) by cancelling the construction 

of a facility for which it has obtained air permits. IEPA 

BrieJ," at 5-6, and Norton Brief, at 9. But this Board has 

held in Outboard Mal'ine that the proper point for disclosure 

of waste information is the point of disposal. If a facility 

is not constructed, obviously it will never generate waste 

to be disposed. Moreover, if the wastes are not generated 

or disposed, the public health concerns that support disclos-

ir.g was~e disposal documents are not implicated. 

The IEPA also complains, without citing anything 

in t~?- r.ecord, that if Monsanto does not have to disclose 

the info:rmation at issue here, it can hide all information 

on the wastes involved completely. IEPA Brief, 7. Norton 

makes a similar claim regarding A.R. Ex. 16 and the manufac

turing process to which it pertains that lIas never constructed. 

Norton Brief, at 10. These claims are wrong. As the evidentiary 

record in this proceeding shows, whenever Monsanto moves any 

(Footnote continued from previous page.) 

affected by the government's decision not to proceed with 
the investigation. When an investigation is closed, and a 
decision not to prosecute made, investigatory records genel
ally become open to public disclosure. Coastal states Gas 
corporation v. Department of Eneray, 617 F. 2d 854, 870 (ff:"C'. 
Cir. 1980). Informat1on in close investigatory files may 
be kept confidential only when the particular piece of 
information at issue raises some special concern explicitly 
identified in the statute, such as invading personal privacy, 
disclosing the identity of a confidential informant, or 
disclosing investigative techniques and procedures of a law 
enforcement agency. 5 U. s. c. § 552 (d)( 7). In Bast, the 
court held that personal privacy concerns justifIeO non
disclosure of the information. 665 F.2d at 1254. 
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wastes off-ed-te for disposal, it prepares waste man5.fests 

which it sends to the IEPA and which Clln be discl:>sed. Any 

wastes described in the three ~xhibits at issue that are 

generated at the Krum.ml-ich plant and disposed will be covered 

by such manifests. Tr. 31-38 and Petitioner's Exhibits 1-3. 

If any process that Monsanto has not yet built is later put 

into effect, all waste generated by such a process and 

disposed off-site will be described in the manifests. 

II. 

TH!S INFOP~_~T!ON IS NOT TBE 
"IDENTITY" OF A SUBSTANCE 

Monsanto has shown that the detailed waste compo

sition data at issue in this proceeding is not the identity 

of a substance being placed in a hazardous waste facility 

and that Monsanto does disclose the identity of all wastes 

that it disposes in its waste manifests. This conclusion is 

based on sound rules of statutory construction, the utility 

of the identifying information already disclosed in the 

waste manifests for protecting public health, and the confusion 

of the lEPA's own witness regarding whether the information 

at issue qualifies as "identity" under Section 7(d). See 

Petitioner's Po~t~Hearing Brief, at 9-13. 

The statutory construction point is based on the 

legislature's use of the broader term IIdata" as the standard 

for what information must be disclosed relating to water and 

air. Ill. Rev. stat., ch. 111 1/2, § 1007(c) and (d)(i). 

The well known rule of statutory construction holds that the 
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legislature's usc of such different language in different 

sections of the same statute shows that the legislature 

intended different results. 

The tEPA concedes that the legislature used "data" 

fot' air and water but merely requi red disclosure of II identi ty" 

for wastes, and recognizes the basic rule of statutory 

construction that the use of different terms shows a different 

intent. But the IEPA then strains to argue that mere identity 

is somehow just as broad as all data. 

The IEPA's claim is contrary to the common mealling 

Qf these identity of something is a name. 

Data covers all sorts of information regarding the nature 

and characteristics of a thing, information that can go well 

beyoncl. identity. A striking example of the difference in 

the breadth of these two terms is provided by one of the 

documents at issue in this proceeding, the detailed waste 

chart, A.R. Ex. 22. This chart identifies wastes by name in 

the fourth column from the left. Columns further to the 

right, provide several different kinds of data about the 

wast.es already identified, including the carbon, hydrogen, 

oxygen, and nitrogen content, specific gravity, ash composi

tion, viscosity, pH, flash points and pour points. 

As for public health concerns, the IEPA concedes 

that Monsanto's expert witness, Ken storms, established that 

the information Monsanto discloses about wastes on its 

wastes manifests (Petitioner's Ex. 1-3) is adequate to aid 

in protecting the public health for the principal hazard of 
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waste disposal, tl-Mlsportation crnor'gencios. I EP.lL&Brl of I 

at 9. The tEPA mentions possible long term health effects 

and generalized public concerns about waate disposal, but 

says nothing regarding how the detailed Wilc.;te composition 

data at issue in this caso relates to either the health 

effects or public concerns. Nor does the IEPA show how this 

data would significantly enhance protection of the public 

health if in addition to being supplied to appropriate 

government agencies, it also was disclosed to the public. 

Id. Neither respondent has put anything in the record of . 

this proceeding on these points. 

As for the testimony of the IEPA's only witnc$s, 

Mr. Gregory Zak, the IEPA takes great care to assure the 

Board that Mr. Zak was not the IEPA official who made the 

determination that this information should be disclosed 

under Section 7(d). Someone else made that determination. 

IgPA Brief, at 9-10. Indeed, the IEPA offered no evidence 

or testimony at all to support its position that the data at 

issue falls within the statutory exception requiring disclosure. 

Monsanto does not dispute the IEPA's claim that 

Zak failed to make this determination. Instead, Monsanto 

simply pointed out that Zak, an IEPA official who has sub

stantial responsibilities regarding waste disposal data 

(Tr. 121-22 and 130), was confused regarding whether the 

information at issue was the identi.ty of wastes being placed 

in disposal facilities. His confusion is relevant to indicate 
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tllat the detailed waste composition data at issue is not 

plainly the mexe identity of these substances, even to an 

experien~ed hazardous waste regulator. No other tEPA offi

cial testified on these points. 

Finally, the tEPA sunUlla.ri:-:~s Zak' s testimony 

regarding the release of similar waste composition data on 

IEPA forms derived from waste applications submitted by 

Monsanto to the lEPA several years ago. tEPA Brief, at 

10-11. This other information is not relevant to any of th~ 

issues to be determined in this proceeding. The parties 

have stipulated that the information at issue here is protec

table trade secret information under sections 7(a) dnd 7.1. 

This other information cannot overturn these stipulations. V 

In addition, the key determinations for the applicability of 

section 7(d) are whether the information at issue here 

relates to substances IIbeing placed or to be placed" in 

hazardous waste facilities and whether this information 

constitutes the "identity" of such substances. Information 

about other substances and different kinds of documents that 

1I Moreover, Mosanto submitted this information to the 
IEPA in the la'te 1970 I S and early 1980' s with a reasonable 
expectation that the IEPA would keep it confidential. 
Mosanto gave this information to the IEPA for its use only 
in conneciton Witll ongoing regulatory functions. There is 
no evidence that Monsanto ever authorized disclosure of this 
information. In any event, the whole matter of the trade 
secret and confidetial status uf this type of information 
submi tted by Monsanto to the tEPA Eseveral years ago is now 
before the Board on a separate appeal, Mosanto Company v. 
Illinois Envirorunental Prot,ection Agency and John E.- Norton, 
PCB 85-123. 
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mayor may not have been disclosed properly in the past are 

not relevant to these statutory standards. 

Respcmdent Norton focuses his comments for the 

identity issue on public health effects. if Norton claims 

that it is too complex and difficult for the public to use 

the waste information Monsanto disclos~s in its waste mani-

fests and that the information has nothing to do with long 

tel"m health effects. ~.rton Brief, at 13-15. 

The record in these proceedings shows that, contrary 
~,,"$- ~ 

to Norton I s claims 1 the information Monsanto discloses in-

its waste m!mifests is helpful in protecti~lg the public. 

Ken st-:>rms showed how the information fronl the waste manifests 

can be used in conjunction with a widely circ~Jated government 

handbook, Petitioner's Ex. 4, to identify hazardfl' and proper 

responses. This handbook is an understandable B.nd accessible 

guide for use by laymen involved in emergency response. 

Tr. 84-94. 

Moreover, there is nothing in the record to show 

that the more detailed waste composition data at issue would 

be any more helpful to the public than the information 

Monsanto already discloses. Indeed, if the identifying 

4.1 Norton makes several statements that are absolutely 
1alse and wholly unsupported by any record anywhere. In 
particular, Norton claims that Monsanto has "callous 
disregard" for the lives of 300 poor people near ft'Ionsanto I s 
Krummrich plant, fails to cooperate wiL; local hospitals 
when residents flock to these institutions after hazardous 
emissions, and has produced long-term emissions that have 
had signigicant environmental impacts. Norton Brief, at 2 
and 14. These inflammatory, untrue, and unsupported asser
tions must be disregarded. 
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information in the waste manifests ia too obscure for public 

use, the detailed waste composition data would be even more 

difficult for the public to analyz~ meaningfully. 

In his discussion of long term health effects, 

Norton does not dispute that transit accidents constitute 

the principal hazard of the waste disposal process. Moreover, 

Norton can point to nothing in this t'ecord to show that the 

public disclosure of the detailed waste composition data at 

issue would do substantially more to protect the public fl!()m 

any long term effects than does the discl~sure of identi-"ty 

Monsanto already makes to the public in its waste manifests 

and the broader disclosun:s that Monsanto makes continuously 

to relevant government agencies such as the IEPA. 

Norton alst) complains that the waste manifests do 

not disclose concentrations of particular hazardous components. 

Norton Brief, at 14. But nothing in Section 7(d) requires 

disclosure of waste concentration data. This section mandates 

disclosure of the identity and quantity of the substance 

being disposed. Monsanto discloses both in its waste manife.sts. 

See, ~, Petitioner's Ex. 1-3. 

CONCLUSION 

It is undisputed that the information at issue 

here is of high commercial value to Monsar.,to and is trade 

secret. lrlonsanto has demonstrated that the exception to 

trade secret protection of Section 7(d) (iOeS not apply to 

this information because l under Outboa,rd Marine and the 
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evidentiary record in this proceeding, the information does 

not partain to sUbstances being placed in 'waste: disposal 

facilities and the information is not the identity of the 

substances. Therefo~ .. e, the Board should reverse the lEPA I S 

determination, and ot'der that the det,:.tiled waste compor.:i.tion 

data at issue not be disclosed. 

John H. Mathias, Jr. 
James A. Geocaris 
Susan E. spangler 
JENNER & BLOCK 
One IBM Pll.\za 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312) 222 ... 9350 

Respectfully submitted, 

MONSANTO COMPANY 



I, James A. Geocaris, certify that 1 have caused 

copies of the foregoing Petitioncr'Q post .. netlring Reply 

8rief' to be sent to William Inger.soll and Mary V. r-ehman .. 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, 2200 Churchill 

Road, Springfield, 111i00is, 62706, and to John E. Norton, 

105 W. Washington Street, P.o. Sox 565, Belleville, Illinois, 

62222, by U.S. Mail with first class postage fully prepaid 

on September 6, 1985. 


